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“The base of our success lies, 
above all, on research and 
development (R&D) and in our 
capacity to transform ideas 

into solutions and printing inks for the digital 
textile industry.”

These are the words of Rosaria Pozzoni, 
business operation manager at J-Teck3, 
the Italian-based ink producer, which is 
celebrating its tenth anniversary in 2013.

She added that the company is extremely 
proud to have reached this milestone, which 
is a prize for a period of ‘hard work’  
and ‘dedication’ after entering the niche 
markets of digital sublimation and direct 
textile printing.  

Formed back in 2003, the company has 
seen many changes in the last decade, 
including consistent production growth, and 
increased employment, turnover and market 
share. But it was in September 2007 that 
major change occurred for the firm, when 
it moved from its first production plant to a 
new 5,000sqm facility in Albese con Cassano 
(Como).

It has not always been smooth sailing for 
the innovative ink manufacturer. Pozzoni said: 
“There were many challenges from the very 
beginning, especially if you think that J-Teck3 
was a small company in a market dominated, 
at that time, by big players such as BASF or 
DyStar! 

“However we were very good at developing 

high-quality products, featuring innovative 
characteristics such as the patented 
Equalizing Printing System for double-sided 
prints, or the Cluster Technology, the basis 
of the new J-Next Subly ink for DX6 and DX7 
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printing heads.  To reach these targets many investments 
have been made in order to improve and optimise the 
production capacity and process, as well as to develop 
the R&D and quality control laboratories.”

Nowadays the company’s inks are sold all over the 
world, from Australia to China, and Brazil to Russia.  
Currently, the best business for J-Teck3 is still coming 
from the sublimation-printing segment, where it has two 
major ink lines: J-Eco Subly Nano and J-Next Subly, the 
firm’s best seller for 2012.

However Pozzoni stated: “The numbers say that there 
are still huge opportunities for the digital sublimation 
market particularly as far as textile printing is concerned.

“In this field, in fact, only a minor part of what is printed 
with conventional systems – screen printing and/or rotary 
printing – has changed to digital. If you think that, globally, 
digital represents 0.3% while conventional printing is 
99.7%, you can well imagine that there is still a lot to do in 
this field!”

Looking to the future, J-Teck3 notes that it is 
well-established in all the main markets in which 
sublimation printing is an important activity, and at the 
moment it is focused on consolidating its position. 

“However, should new markets open-up  to digital in the 
near future, we will, for sure, be ready to approach them,” 

J-Next Subly and J-Next Subly Nano are J-Teck3’s strongest products

added Pozzoni.
Recently the company has also started an investment 

programme, including funding for new production 
machinery, to increase its production capacity, and 
optimised delivery systems to shorten delivery times.  

Additionally, J-Teck3 is opening a new 3,000sqm 
building, which will be fully dedicated to a series of new 
inks, developed by the company’s J-Lab.

“J-Lab is our R&D laboratory, whose focus is the research 
for new inks and projects. The new building is located very 
close to J-Teck3’s main building,” said Pozzoni. 

As part of the company’s anniversary celebrations, it is 
also organising a four-day tour for employees in a bid to 
strengthen their relationship with the J-Teck3 brand. And 
during FESPA London, it will host an anniversary party for 
its global distributors and dealers.

Pozzoni concluded: “Currently we are working very hard 
to find new, innovative ink solutions and systems which 
can easily meet the needs of new hi-tech printers. 

“However, there is still a lot to do in order to develop 
digital textile printing. We are very positive about 2013 
with the big FESPA London show coming up and new 
opportunities to explore. We had a very good 2012 and 
would be very happy if we could maintain the same results 
this year.”
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